Central Registry (1402-1-1) Trusteeship Commissions - Commission to Investigate Petition for Self-Government in Western Samoa - General Administrative Arrangements

30 April, 1947
4 Nov, 1947

CEAR
S.E. 19/65

5-0472
Box-115
File-3
Mr. Price, Assistant Secretary-General
Administrative and Financial Services
Mr. Cordier, Executive Assistant  4 November 1947
to the Secretary-General

Financial Accounts of Western Samoan Mission

As indicated in a previous note to you, the Secretary-General asked for the comments of Mr. Anker on the financial accounts of the Western Samoan Commission. These comments are attached.

I shall see you in the next day or two with regard to this matter.

AFC:EMR

Original of these notes and file to Mr. Price 11/14/47.
OUTGOING CABLEGRAM

DRAFTED BY - ANKER

BUNG 13 UNGOVT LAKE SUCCESS 30 OCT 47

MCCULLOCH
ADMOR

APIA (WESTERN SAMOA) (VIA HU AND NAV. RAD.)

9968 SALE TWO TYPEWRITERS AT COSTPRICE AUTHORIZED DETAILS FOLLOW

ANKER

JHD 1643 EST

DISTRIBUTION
INFO:

TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. ANKER
DIV. OF TRUSTEESHIP - MR. BUNCHE
CONFERENCE AND GENERAL SVCS. - MR. LOPEZ
CONFERENCE DIVISION - MR. FONCK
PURCHASE AND SUPPLY DIVISION - MR. MAPES
DRAFTED BY - ANKER

BUN2 28 UNGOVt LAKE SUCCESS 23 SEPT 47

MCCULLOCH
ADMOR
APIA (WESTERN SAMOA)

9510 THANKS YOUR LETTER 10 SEPTEMBER REGRET NO FINAL DECISION YET REGARDING TYPEWRITERS PLEASE CABLE SERIAL NUMBERS INDICATED RIGHHAND INNER CORNER TYPEWRITERS

ANKER TRUSTEESHIP UNATIONS

PM 23 SEPT 47 1700 EDT

DISTRIBUTION
INFO8
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR ANKER PURCHASE AND SUPPLY DIVISION - MR MAPES

INFORMATION COPY ONLY  Copie du télégramme original
BUNI LAKESUCCESSNY 34 UNGOV'T 8

HIS EXCELLENCY ADMINISTRATOR
APIA (SAMOA) (VIA HU AND NAV. RAD)

9253 HOPE OBTAIN AUTHORIZATION SELL TWO UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITERS
PLEASE WITHHOLD SHIPMENT TWO OF FOUR TYPEWRITER CASES NOW STORED MORRIS
HEDSTROM AND VERIFY AS ONE HAS FRENCH KEYBOARD BEST REGARDS

HR 8 SEPT 47 1103 EDT

DISTRIBUTION
INFO:
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR. CORDIER
TRUSTEESHIP DIVISION - MR. ANKER

ANKER
OUTGOING CABLEGRAM

DRAFTED BY - SHORE

RUN3 LAKESUCCESSNY 26/25 PNCTN CTD UNGOV 27

UNITED NATIONS MISSION

APIA (WESTERN SAMOA) (VIA HU AND NAV. RAD)

24 PROANGER REYOUR 34 REGRET IMPOSSIBLE OBTAIN PERMISSION SALE UNDERWOOD 6032662 OR ANY OTHER EQUIPMENT. ALL MUST BE RETURNED HEADQUARTERS.

SHORE

JID 27 AUG 47 1816 EDT

DISTRIBUTION

INFO:
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. SHORE
DIV. OF NONSELFGOV. TERRITORIES - MR. BENSON
PURCHASE AND SUPPLY DIV. - MR. MAPES

INFORMATION COPY ONLY
INCOMING CABLEGRAM

FROM APIA (WESTERN SAMOA)
SENT 25 AUG 47 1105 (APIA)
RECD 27 AUG 47 0823 EDT

UNITED NATIONS

36 REOUR 35 PROSHORE AND TRANSPORTATION WAITING INDICATIONS REGARDING ACCOMMODATION SANFRANCISCO AND TRANSPORTATION SANFRANCISCO NEW YORK. IF THREE SEATS MEMBERS SECRETARIAT AIRLINES MONDAY UNOBTAINABLE PLEASE TRY SECURE ONE SEAT PLANE TUESDAY AND TWO BERTHS SANTA FE LINE TRAIN LEAVING SATURDAY. IF UNABLE ADVISE BEFORE DEPARTURE APIA THURSDAY MORNING PLEASE CABLE PANAMERICAN AIRFIELD HONOLULU WHERE ARRIVING FRIDAY MORNING OR PANAMERICAN OFFICE SANFRANCISCO, LEITE REQUESTED SOME DAYS LEAVE CALIFORNIA WHICH I INTEND GRANT UNLESS ANY OBJECTION FROM DEPARTMENT

ANKER

DISTRIBUTION
*
DIV OF NONSELFGOV TERRITORIES - MR BENSON
INFO:
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR HOO
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR CORDIER
BUREAU OF PERSONNEL - MISS ROGOSIN (3 COPIES)
CONFERENCE DIVISION - MR FONCK
COMMUNICATIONS AND RECORDS SERVICE - MR REMBORG
TRANSPORTATION SERVICE - MR SAUNDERS (2 COPIES)
CABLE AND WIRELESS SECTION - MR ILKA

DJ 27 AUG 47 0903 EDT
5435

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*) asterisk.

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l’astérisque (*).
UNITED NATIONS

CONFERENCE AND GENERAL SERVICES
CABLE AND WIRELESS SECTION

INCOMING CABLEGRAM

FROM: APIA (WESTERN SAMOA)
SENT: 21 AUG 47 2045 (APIA)
RECD: 22 AUG 47 1746 EDT

UNATIONS

8 UNATIONS MISSION WESTERN SAMOA WILL LEAVE APIA 29 AUGUST RETURNING DIRECT NEW YORK TO COMPLETE ITS WORK AT HEADQUARTERS. LAST WEEKS HAVE BEEN DEVOTED FINAL INVESTIGATIONS AND PREPARATION DRAFT REPORT TO TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL. AT LAST TWO MEETINGS CURSAMOAN CHIEFS THEIR SPOKESMEN EXPRESSED CONFIDENCE UN MISSION ETSAID THE DAY OF MISSIONS ARRIVAL SAMOAN SOIL WILL ALWAYS BE REMEMBERED AS APPEARANCE DESUNSHINE. REFERRING ADSLOGAN GOOD GOVERNMENT IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR SELFGOVERNMENT CHAIRMAN SAID MISSION CONSIDERED SAMOA SHOULD HAVE SELFGOVERNMENT BUT THAT SHOULD BE A GOOD SELFGOVERNMENT AND BEST WAY TO OBTAIN IT WAS TO BEGIN CURNEW DEAL ETTHEN GO FORWARD BY PROGRESSIVE STEPS. HIGH CHIEF TAMASESE SAID GOOD SELF GOVERNMENT WAS EXACTLY WHAT SAMOA WANTED SAMOANS WOULD DO THEIR BEST BUT PERFECTION WAS FOUND NOWHERE THIS WORLD ETMAIN ISSUE WAS FREEDOM. HE THANKED MISSION FOR HARD PATIENT WORK FOR WELFARE SAMOA

ANKER

DISTRIBUTION
*EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR. CORDIER
INFO:
CONFERENCE DIVISION - MR. FONCK
TRANSPORTATION SVC. - MR. SAUNDERS (2 COPIES)
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. HOO
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. SHORE
DIV. OF NONSELFGOV. TERRITORIES - MR. BENSON

JHD 22 AUG 47 1942 EDT
5205

ACTION COPY

INFORMATION COPIES IN PROCESS OF DISTRIBUTION
NOTICE: This copy charged to recipient who should take action immediately and return, together with the reply. If no action required indicate 0 no action; with Name ______ Date of recipient ______

5265

ORIGINIAL DU TELEGRAMMA

LES DOUBLES SONT EN COURS DE DISTRIBUTION
N.B.—Le présent exemplaire est envoyé au fonctionnaire compétent, il n'est pas de suite à donner, indiquez s'il n'y a pas de suite à donner, indiquez s'il n'y a pas de suite, ainsi que le nom du fonctionnaire ______ Date ______

En cas d'erreur d'acheminement, téléphoner immédiatement à la Section télégraphique.
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
ROUTING SLIP

To the Assistant Secretaries-General

| Department of Security Council Affairs |
| Department of Economic Affairs       |
| Department of Social Affairs         |
| Dept. of Trusteeship & Inf. from Non-Self-Gov. Terr. |
| Legal Department                      |
| Department of Public Information     |
| Conference and General Services      |
| Administrative and Financial Services|

FOR:

- INFORMATION AND ANY NECESSARY ACTION
- DRAFT ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OR REPLY AS MAY BE APPROPRIATE AND RETURN TO EXECUTIVE OFFICE NOT LATER THAN

RETURN TO CENTRAL REGISTRY

REMARKS:
No action. beg.

Date: 26 Apr. For: Executive Office of the Secretary-General

THIS ROUTING SLIP MUST NOT BE REMOVED FROM DOCUMENT TO WHICH IT IS ATTACHED
INCOMING CABLEGRAM

FROM APIA (WESTERN SAMOA)
SENT 20 AUG 47 2255 (APIA)
RECD 21 AUG 47 1800 EDT

UNATIONS
34 PROSHORE REUR 22 DURING FIVE WEEKS BEFORE RECEIVING OUR SUPPLES WE LARGELY DEPENDED UPON USING MATERIAL INCLUDING TYPEWRITERS MIMEOGRAPH MACHINE GRACIOUSLY LENT US BY LOCAL ADMINISTRATION IN SPITE SHORTAGE. GOVERNOR SAMOA HAS EXPRESSED STRONG DESIRE BUY OUR TYPEWRITERS Owing TO SHORTAGE ETDIFFICULTY REPLACE WORN OUT MATERIAL HERE AND NEWZEALAND. IN VIEW SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES WOULD REQUEST AND HIGHLY APPRECIATE AUTHORIZATION SELL AT LEAST ONE TYPEWRITER TO ADMINISTRATION SUGGEST UNDERWOOD 6082662 PLEASE INSTRUCT. REMAINDER SUPPLIES LLBE SHIPPED NEW YORK

ANKER

DISTRIBUTION
*DIVISION OF TRUSTEESHIP - MR. SHORE
INFO:
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. HOO
DIV. OF NONSELFGOV. TERRITORIES - MR. BENSON
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR. CORDIER
CONFERENCE DIVISION - MR. FONCK
PURCHASE AND SUPPLY DIVISION - MR. MAPES
TRANSPORTATION SERVICE - MR. SAUNDERS (2 COPIES)

PB 21 AUG 47 1957 EDT
5208

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*) asterisk.

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne, indiquée par l'astérisque (*).
FROM APIA (WESTERN SAMOA)
SENT 20 AUG 47 2255 (APIA)
RECD 21 AUG 47 1800 EDT

UNITED NATIONS

35 PROBENSON AND TRANSPORTATION MISSION ARRIVING SANFRANCISCO 30 AUGUST MORNING PLEASE MAKE FOLLOWING RESERVATIONS FIRSTLY FIVE SINGLE HOTEL ROOMS SANFRANCISCO PREFERABLY WHITCOMB HOTEL SECONDLY FOR MR MRS SAYRE TWO BERTHS UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD PREFERABLY THROUGH CAR SANFRANCISCO NEW YORK LEAVING THIRTIETH AFTERNOON THIRDLY FOR ROCKMANS TICKET AND BERTH SANTAFELINE SANFRANCISCO NEW YORK LEAVING THIRTIETH FOURTHLY FOR DELAROCHE RESPLER ANKER THREE SEATS UNITED AIRLINES LEAVING SANFRANCISCO NEW YORK MONDAY MORNING FIRST SEPTEMBER. PLEASE ADVISE

ANKER

DISTRIBUTION
*DIV. OF NONSELFGOV. TERRITORIES - MR. BENSON INFO:
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. HOO
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. SHORE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR. CORDIER
TRANSPORTATION SVC. - MR. SAUNDERS (2 COPIES)

JHD 21 AUG 47 1959 EDT
5209

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*) asterisk.

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l'astérisque (*).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TO</th>
<th>FOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registry</td>
<td>Registry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTION</th>
<th>DETAIL NO.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>String A</td>
<td>String B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLUMN 1</th>
<th>COLUMN 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Approval</td>
<td>More Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reply, Please</td>
<td>Your Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See Me, Please</td>
<td>Returned as Requested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your Signature</td>
<td>Investigate and Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note and File</td>
<td>For Immediate Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note and Return</td>
<td>Reply for My Signature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your Comments</td>
<td>Initial and Forward</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

REMARKS:

No action necessary.

PA.

DATE: 9/3
FROM: Jones
DRAFTED BY - BENSON

BUN1 LAKESUCCESSNY 12 UNGOV 19

ANKER

UNATIONS MISSION

APIA (WESTERN SAMOA) (VIA HU AND NAV. RAD)

23 MISSIONS DECISIONS CONCERNING NEW YORK NOTED APPRECIATIVELY

BENSON

ADL 1340 EDT 19 AUG 47

DISTRIBUTION
INFO:
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR CORDIER
DIVISION OF TRUSTEESHIP - MR SHORE
DIV OF NONSELFGOV TERRITORIES - MR BENSON

INFORMATION COPY ONLY  Copie du télégramme original
FROM APIA (WESTERN SAMOA)
SENT 16 AUG 47 1130 (APIA)
RECEIVED 17 AUG 47 0915 EDT

UNITED NATIONS

INCOMING CABLEGRAM

TO EXECUTIVE OFFICE

REQUEST MISSION DECIDED GIVE UP ARRANGEMENTS STANFORD UNIVERSITY AND INSTEAD RETURN DIRECTLY NEW YORK COMPLETE WORK AT HEADQUARTERS. MISSION ALSO DECIDED POSTPONE DEPARTURE TO TWENTY-EIGHTH IN ORDER COMPLETE INVESTIGATIONS

ACTION COPY

INFORMATION COPIES IN PROCESS OF DISTRIBUTION

NOTICE: This copy charged to recipient who should take action immediately and return, together with the reply. If no action required indicate □ no action: with Name ______ Date of recipient __________ and return. If this action copy is misdirected notify Cable and Wireless Section by telephone immediately.

NATIONAL SERVICES

TELEGRAMME ARRIVÉE

DISTRIBUTION

EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR. CORDIER
TRANSPORT SERVICE - MR. SANDERS (2 COPIES)
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. HOO
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. BENOIT
DIVISION OF NONSELF-GOVERNED TERRITORIES - MR. BENOIT

ACTION DU TELEGRAMME

LES COPIES DU PRESENT SONT EN COURS DE DISTRIBUTION

NOTE: Le présent exemplaire est adressé au destinataire compétent, à qui il appartient d’y donner suite immédiatement et de le renvoyer, à la requisition. S’il n’y a pas de motif à donner, indiquer le nom du fonctionnaire, ____________ Date ________, le nom de l’office compétent, ____________ Date ________, en cas d’erreur d’acheminement, téléphoner immédiatement Section télégraphique.
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

ROUTING SLIP

To the Assistant Secretaries-General

| Department of Security Council Affairs |
| Department of Economic Affairs |
| Department of Social Affairs |
| Dept. of Trusteeship & Inf. From Non-Self-Gov. Terr. |
| Legal Department |
| Department of Public Information |
| Conference and General Services |
| Administrative and Financial Services |

FOR:

- INFORMATION AND ANY NECESSARY ACTION
- DRAFT ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OR REPLY AS MAY BE APPROPRIATE AND RETURN TO EXECUTIVE OFFICE NOT LATER THAN
- RETURN TO CENTRAL REGISTRY

REMARKS: Action taken see attached

Date: 29 March 1997

For: Executive Office of the Secretary-General

THIS ROUTING SLIP MUST NOT BE REMOVED FROM DOCUMENT TO WHICH IT IS ATTACHED
Lakesuccessny 12 Uncovt 19

Anker

UNATIONS MISSION

APIA (western samoa) (via nu and nav. rad)

23 missions decisions concerning network noted appreciatively

Benson

ADL 1340 EDT 19 AUG 47
OUTGOING CABLEGRAM

BUNI LAKESUCCESS NY 20 UNGOV T 15

UNATIONS

APIA (WESTERN SAMOA) (VIA HU AND NAV. RAD)

22 PROANKER REUR 30 RETURN FIVE CASES SUPPLIES UN TRANSPORTATION

SERVICE 350 FIFTHAVENUE NEW YORK BY CHEAPEST METHOD

SHORE

JHD 15 AUG 47 1813 EDT

DISTRIBUTION
INFO:
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR. CORDIER
CONFERENCE DIVISION - MR. FONCK
PURCHASE AND SUPPLY DIV. - MR. MAPES
TRANSPORTATION SVC. - MR. SAUNDERS (2 COPIES)
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. HOO
DIVISION OF TRUSTEESHIP - MR. SHORE
DIV. OF NONSELFGOV. TERRITORIES - MR. BENSON

INFORMATION COPY ONLY

Copie du télégramme original
FROM APIA (WESTERN SAMOA)
SENT 14 AUG 47 2100 (APIA)
RECD 15 AUG 47 0818 EDT

UNITED NATIONS
CONFERENCE AND GENERAL SERVICES
CABLE AND WIRELESS SECTION

INCOMING CABLEGRAM

30 PROBENSON REFERENCE REQUISITION 116 CONFERENCE DIVISION 7 MAY
SIX CASES SUPPLIES ADDRESSED MISSION DELAYED NEW ZEALAND Owing HARBOUR
STRIKES ETC. FIVE CASES NUMBERS 1467 1468 1470 1471 1472 RECEIVED
HERE YESTERDAY. SIXTH CASE 1469 STILL NEW ZEALAND HAVE ASKED AUTHORITIES
RETURN IT DIRECTLY NEW YORK. MISSION LEAVING TWENTYFIRST. QUESTION
DISPOSAL SUPPLIES FIVE CASES INVOLVES THREE ALTERNATIVES ONE RETURN
ENTIRE SHIPMENT NEW YORK TWO LEAVE SUPPLIES HERE CUSTODY ADMINISTRATION
FOR USE NEXT VISITING MISSION. THREE SELL LOCALLY PART OF SUPPLIES
SUCH AS TYPEWRITERS BASKETS ASHTRAYS. PLEASE INSTRUCT URGENTLY
ANKER

DISTRIBUTION
DIV OF NONSELFGOV TERRITORIES - MR BENSON
INFO:
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR HOO
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR SHORE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR CORDIER
CONFERENCE DIVISION - MR FONCK
PURCHASE AND SUPPLY DIVISION - MR MAPES
TRANSPORTATION SERVICE - MR SAUNDERS (2 COPIES)

DJ 15 AUG 47 0845 EDT
4877

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*) asterisk.

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l'astérisque (*).
DRAFTED BY - BENSON

(THE FOLLOWING CABLE IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE DAILY CABLE BOOKS)

BUN 56 (PNCTN CNTD) LAKE SUCCESS 13 AUG 47 1116 EDT

NLT UNATIONS

APIA (WESTERN SAMOA) (VIA HU AND NAV. RAD)

20 PROANKER REUR 25 STRONG PREFERENCE THAT MISSION SHOULD DRAFT

FINAL STAGES REPORT AT STANFORD HAS BEEN CONSIDERED AND OFFER OF

ACCOMMODATION BY UNIVERSITY IS FULLY APPRECIATED. NEVERTHELESS HAVING

REGARD TO ALL FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATIVE AND GENERAL CIRCUMSTANCES MUST

REGRETFULLY BUT STRONGLY REQUEST MISSION TO COMPLETE WORK NEW YORK AT

HEADQUARTERS UNATIONS

TRYGVE LIE

IR 1118 EDT

DISTRIBUTION

INFO

DIV OF NON-SELFGOV TERRITORIES - MR BENSON
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR HOO
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR CORDIER
ADMIN AND FIN SVGS - MR PRICE

INFORMATION COPY ONLY  Copie du télégramme original
FROM APIA (WESTERN SAMOA)
SENT 13 AUG 47 2100 (APIA)
RECD 14 AUG 47 1751 EDT

(THE FOLLOWING CABLE IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE DAILY CABLE BOOKS)

UNATIONS

31 PROBENSON ATTEMPTS OBTAIN AMERICAN RETURN VISAS BEFORE LEAVING NEW YORK FAILED. US LEGATION WELLINGTON INFORMS CANNOT DELIVER VISAS WITHOUT PRESENCE HOLDERS PASSPORTS. LEAVING TWENTYFIRST DIRECTLY VIA NANDI AIRPORT FIJI WHERE NO CONSULATE. ARE NOW SENDING THREE PASSPORTS DELAROCHE LEITE ANKER AMERICAN CONSULATE SUVA REQUESTING VISAS AND RETURN PASSPORTS APIA PLANE TWENTIETH. PLEASE ASK STATE DEPARTMENT INSTRUCT CONSULATE SUVA DELIVER VISAS UNATIONS OFFICIALS RETURNING HEADQUARTERS

ANKER

DISTRIBUTION
*DIV. OF NONSELFGOV. TERRITORIES - MR. BENSON
INFO:
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. HOO
DIVISION OF TRUSTEESHIP - MR. SHORE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR. CORDIER
TRANSPORTATION SERVICE - MR. SAUNDERS (2 COPIES)

PB 14 AUG 47 1836 EDT
4866
VD

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*) asterisk.

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l'astérisque (*).
INCOMING CABLEGRAM

FROM APIA (WESTERN SAMOA)
SENT 10 AUG 47 1635 (APIA)
RECD 11 AUG 47 0822 EDT

CORRECTED COPY
PLEASE SUBSTITUTE FOR COPY PREVIOUSLY DISTRIBUTED AS NUMBER 26

(THE FOLLOWING CABLE IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE DAILY CABLE BOOKS)

BENSON

27 REOUR 23 MISSION LEAVING SAMOA 21 AUGUST SPECIAL PLANE FIJI
DIRECT CONNECTION PANAMERICAN ARRIVING SANFRANCISCO 23. WHILE FULLY
APPRECIATING CONSIDERATIONS YOUR 18 MISSIONS SECRETARIAT BELIEVES THAT
IN INTEREST CONCENTRATION ETRAPID TERMINATION WORK PREFERABLE FINISH
DRAFTING REPORT STANFORD UNIVERSITY POSSIBLY DURING WEEK ENDING 30-
DIFFERENCE EXPENDITURE LDDBE NEGLICIBLE BECAUSE SAVING KESSINGS TRAVEL-
LING EXPENSES. CRUZCOKE LEFT EIGHTH; PROGRESS REPORT FOLLOWS

ANKER

DISTRIBUTION
+DIV OF NONSELF GOV TERRITORIES — MR BENSON
INFO
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION — MR HOO
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION — MR SHORE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE — MR CORDIER
BUREAU OF ADMIN MGMT AND BDGT — MR ANDERSEN
BUREAU OF COMPTROLLER — MR ELVINS (5 COPIES)
TRANSPORTATION SERVICE — MR SAUNDERS (2 COPIES)

DJ 13 AUG 47 1236 EDT
4662

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*) asterisk.

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l'astérisque (*).
INCOMING CABLEGRAM  TELEGREAMME ARRIVEE

FROM APIA (WESTERN SAMOA)  
SENT 10 AUG 47 1635 (APIA)  
RECD 11 AUG 47 0822 EDT

(THE FOLLOWING CABLE IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE DAILY CABLE BOOKS)

NOTE: THE UNDERLINED NUMBER IS SUBJECT TO CORRECTION.

BENSON

26 REOUR 25 MISSION LEAVING SAMOA 21 AUGUST SPECIAL PLANE FIJI
DIRECT CONNECTION PANAMERICAN ARRIVING SAN FRANCISCO 23. WHILE FULLY
APPRCIATING CONSIDERATIONS YOUR 18 MISSIONS SECRETARIAT BELIEVES THAT
IN INTERST CONCENTRATION ETRAPID TERMINATION WORK PREFERABLE FINISH
DRAFTING REPORT STANFORD UNIVERSITY POSSIBLY DURING WEEK ENDING 30.
DIFFERENCE EXPENDITURE LDDBE NEGLIGIBLE BECAUSE SAVING KEEINGS TRAVEL-
LING EXPENSES. CRUZCOKE LEFT EIGHTH. PROGRESS REPORT FOLLOWS

ANKER

DISTRIBUTION
*DIV OF NONSELF GOV TERRITORIES - MR BENSON
INFO:
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR 1100
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR SHORE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR CORDIER
BUREAU OF ADMIN HGMT AND BDGT - MR ANDERSEN
BUREAU OF COMPTROLLER - MR ELVINS (5 COPIES)
TRANSPORTATION SERVICE - MR SAUNDERS (2 COPIES)

TC 11 AUG 47 1005 EDT
4662

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*) asterisk.

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l'astérisque (*).
INCOMING CABLEGRAM

FROM APIA (WESTERN SAMOA)
SENT 8 AUG 47 1652 (APIA)
RECD 9 AUG 47 1546 EDT

BENSON ET LANSKY

26 Owing necessity payment all expenses before departure 21 August kindly open by cable account for 3000 dollars name Delarocche

BANK OF NEW ZEALAND APIA
ANKER

DISTRIBUTION
*DIVISION OF NON-SEFGOV. TERRITORIES - MR. BENSON
INFO:
BUREAU OF COMPTROLLER - MR. ELVINS (5 COPIES)
CONFERENCE DIVISION - MR. FONCK
CONFERENCE DIVISION - MR. LANSKY

HR 9 AUG 47 1619 EDT
4647

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*) asterisk.

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l'astérisque (*).
FROM APIA (WESTERN SAMOA)  
SENT 8 AUG 47 0825 (APIA)  
RECD 9 AUG 47 0819 EDT  

BENSON  

25 YOUR 16 COMMUNICATED MEMBERS MISSION WHO ASKED ME TRANSMIT FOLLOWING MESSAGE "MISSION STRONGLY PREFERS DRAFT FINAL STAGES OF REPORT AT STANFORD UNIVERSITY RATHER THAN LAKE SUCCESS BECAUSE BETTER CHANCES THERE OF QUIET UNINTERRUPTED WORK. EXPECT COMPLETE WORK THERE IN ONE WEEK. STANFORD HAS OFFERED ACCOMMODATION AND EXPENSES WOULD BE MINOR. ALSO DRAFTING NEW YORK WOULD NECESSITATE TRAVELING EXPENSES ACROSS CONTINENT AND BACK. MISSION TRUSTS HEADQUARTERS WILL AGREE TO THIS ARRANGEMENT" 

ANKER  

DISTRIBUTION  
DIV OF NON-SELFGOV TERRITORIES - MR BENSON  
INFO# TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR HOO  
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR CORDIER  

DJ 9 AUG 47 1038 EDT  
4626  

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*) asterisk.  

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l'astérisque (*).
OUTGOING CABLEGRAM

DRAFTED BY - BENSON

(The following cable is not included in the daily cable books)

BUN2 32 UNGOVT LAKE SUCCESS NY 5 AUG 47 1915 EDT

UNITED NATIONS

APIA (WESTERN SAMOA) (VIA HU AND NAV. RAD)

18 PROANKER SECGEN OFFICE AND PRICE STRONGLY URGE FOR ADMINISTRATIVE AND BUDGETARY REASONS DRAFTING MISSIONS REPORT NEW YORK.

PRICE INSISTING EXTREME DIFFICULTY JUSTIFICATION DEHOLDING DRAFTING MEETING IN STATES ELSEWHERE THAN HERE

BENSON

DJ 1915 EDT

DISTRIBUTION

INFO:
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR CORDIER
ADMIN AND FIN SERVICES - MR PRICE
DIV OF NONSELF GOV TERRITORIES - MR BENSON

INFORMATION COPY ONLY
DRAFTED BY - BENSON

BUN2 23 LAKE SUCCESS NY 1 AUG 47 1430 EDT

NLT UNATIONS MISSION

APIA (WESTERN SAMOA)

16 YOUR PHOTOGRAPHS SENT GJESDAL VALUABLE AS REGARDS SUBJECT

MATTER BUT TECHNICALLY UNDEREXPOSED FOR PRESS PURPOSES SEND NEGATIVES

BENSON

HR 1431 EDT

DISTRIBUTION

INFO:

TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. BENSON
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. KOO
PUBLIC INFORMATION - MR. GJESDAL
FILMS AND VISUAL INFORMATION DIVISION - MR. BENOIT-LEVIY

INFORMATION COPY ONLY  Copie du télégramme original
FROM APIA (WESTERN SAMOA)  
SENT 30 JULY 47 (TIME UNKNOWN)  
RECD 31 JULY 47 2042 EDT  

ALEKSANDER  

23 UNLESS ALREADY MADE PLEASE SEND DOLLARS 1000 ADVANCE KEESINGS  
ALLOWANCES TO HOME ADDRESS IN PALOALTO CALIFORNIA  
ANKER  

DISTRIBUTION  
*DIV OF TRUSTEESHIP - MR SHORE  
INFO:  
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR HOO  
DIV OF NON-SELF GOV TERR - MR BENSON  
BUREAU OF COMPTROLLER - MR ELVINS (5 COPIES)  

ADL 31 JULY 47 2205 EDT  
4150  

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*) asterisk.  

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l'astérisque (*).
INCOMING CABLEGRAM

FROM: APIA (WESTERN SAMOA)
SENT: 22 JULY 47 (TIME UNKNOWN)
RECD: 23 JULY 47 0906 EDT

BENSON

17 MISSION RETURNED AFTER TWO DAYS VISIT TONGA. SAYRE AND KESING LEFT FOR ONE DAY VISIT AMERICAN SAMOA

ANKER

DISTRIBUTION
*DIV OF NON-SELFGOV TERR - MR BENSON
INFO:
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR KOO
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR ALEKSANDER
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR CORDIER

DJ 23 JULY 47 0943 EDT
3815

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*)

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l'astérisque (*)
FROM APIA (WESTERN SAMOA)
SENT 18 JULY 47 1930 (APIA)
RECD 19 JULY 47 0917 EDT

SHORE

16 REU R KEESING LEFT HOME 6 JULY EVENING ARRIVED APIA 9 EVENING
ACTUALLY EMPLOYED SINCE 10 HAS HOWEVER ASKED ONE DAYS LEAVE UNPAID 22
JULY FOR VISIT AMERICAN SAMOA

ANKEI

DISTRIBUTION

*DIVISION OF TRUSTEESHIP - MR. SHORE
INFO:
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. HOO
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. ALEXANDER
DIVISION OF NON-SELFGOV. TERR. - MR. BENSON
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR. CORDIER
BUREAU OF CONTROLLER - MR. ELVINS (5 COPIES)
BUREAU OF PERSONNEL - MISS ROGOSIN (3 COPIES)
TRANSPORTATION SERVICE - MR. SAUNDERS (5 COPIES)

HR 19 JULY 47 1023 EDT
3679

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l’astérisque (*).
FROM APIA (WESTERN SAMOA)
SENT 13 JULY 47 1930 (APIA)
RECD 19 JULY 47 0837 EDT

BENSON

17 REUR 11 THANKS INFORMATION GIVING ALL POSSIBLE ASSISTANCE
FILM OPERATORS SINCE ARRIVAL

ANKER

DISTRIBUTION
*DIVISION OF NON-SELFGOV. TERR. - MR. BENSON
INFO:
FILMS AND VISUAL INFORMATION DIVISION - MR. BENOIT-LEVY
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. HOO
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. ALEKSANDER
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR. CORDIER

HR 19 JULY 47 1444 EDT
3697

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*).
DRAFTED BY - BENSON

BUN3 58 (PNCTN CNTD) UNGOVT LAKE SUCCESS NY 17 JULY 47

UNATIONS MISSION
APIA (WESTERN SAMOA) (VIA HU AND NAV, RAD)

11 PROANKER NEWZEALAND DELEGATION NEW YORK STATES THAT GOVERNMENT
STUDIOS OFFER SECRETARIAT COPY FILM MISSION WITH PERMISSION FOR SHOWING
FILM. PUBLIC INFORMATION WILL ACCEPT OFFER. TWO DEPARTMENTS AGREE
THAT BEFORE SHOWING OR DISTRIBUTION FILM TRUSTEESHIP DEPARTMENT MUST
CONCUR. ARRANGEMENTS SAMOA SUBJECT AUTHORITY MISSION BUT SUGGEST YOU
GIVE FILM STUDIOS ANY REASONABLE ASSISTANCE

BENSON

ADL 1825 EDT

DISTRIBUTION
INFO:
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR HOO
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR ALEKSANDER
DIV OF NON-SELFGOV TERR - MR BENSON
FILMS AND VISUAL INFORMATION DIV - MR BENOIT-LEVY
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR CORDIER

INFORMATION COPY ONLY    Copie du télégramme original
DRAFTED BY - ROLFE

BUN16 24 UNGOVT LAKE SUCCESS NY 16 JULY 47 1750 EDT

UNATIONS MISSION

APIA (WESTERN SAMOA) (VIA HU AND NAV. RAD)

9 PROANKER REOUR & OWING HEAVY AIRFREIGHT CHARGES AM WITHHOLDING

MIMEOGRAPH MATERIAL AND ADVISE YOU OBTAIN NEWZEALAND POSTERS DISPATCHED

ALEKSANDER

JHD 1905 EDT

DISTRIBUTION
INFO:
FILMS AND VISUAL INFORMATION DIV. - MR. BENOIT-LEVY
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. HOO
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. ALEKSANDER
DIV. OF NON-SELFGOV. TERR. - MR. BENSON
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR. CORDIER
PURCHASE AND SUPPLY DIV. - MR. MAPES
TRANSPORTATION SVC. - MR. SAUNDERS (4 COPIES)

INFORMATION COPY ONLY  Copie du télégramme original
FROM APIA (WESTERN SAMOA)  
SENT 15 JULY 47 1810 (APIA)  
RECD 16 JULY 47 0843 EDT

ALEKSANDER

15 ACCORDING LOCAL CUSTOM MISSION OBLIGED PRESENT GIFTS IN KIND TO CHIEFS AND POPULATION VARIOUS OCCASIONS PARTICULARLY AT GREAT FEAST PREPARED BY SAMOANS FOR MISSION APIA SEVENTEENTH AND LATER WHEN VISITING OUTLYING DISTRICTS. THEREFORE UNAVOIDABLE EXCEED ALLOTMENT ENTERTAINMENT IN ESTIMATES PROJECT 33 PROBABLY BY APPROXIMATELY 500 DOLLARS. CONSEQUENTLY PROPOSE AUTHORIZE INCREASE ALLOTMENT ITEM 23214 BY 500 TO BE DEDUCTED FROM ITEM 41214 MAINTENANCE PREMISES. PLEASE AIRMAIL DOZEN COPIES QUESTIONNAIRE

ANKER

DISTRIBUTION
*TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR ALEKSANDER
INFO1
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR HOO
DIV OF NON-SELFGOV TERR - MR BENSON
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR CORDIER
BUREAU OF COMPTROLLER - MR ELVINS (5 COPIES)

ADL 16 JULY 47 0905 EDT
3534

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*)
DRAFTED BY - ALEKSANDER

BUN5 12 UNGOV'T LAKE SUCCESS NY 14 JULY 47 1808 EDT

UNIONS MISSION

APIA (WESTERN SAMOA) (VIA HU AND NAV RAD)

8 PROANKER REQUESTED MATERIAL AND POSTERS DISPATCHED TODAY

ALEKSANDER

JHD 1910 EDT

DISTRIBUTION

INFO:

FILMS AND VISUAL INFORMATION DIV. - MR. BENOIT-LEVY
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. HOO
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. ALEKSANDER
DIV. OF NON-SELFGOV. TERR. - MR. BENSON
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR. CORDIER
PURCHASE AND SUPPLY DIV. - MR. MAPES
TRANSPORTATION SVC. - MR. SAUNDERS (4 COPIES)

INFORMATION COPY ONLY  Copie du télégramme original
INCOMING CABLEGRAM

FROM APIA (WESTERN SAMOA)
SENT 11 JULY 47 2152 (APIA)
RECD 12 JULY 47 2115 EDT

ALEKSANDER

14 CRUZCOKE ETKEGING ARRIVED. PLEASE ARRANGE SEND AIRFREIGHT
INTEGRAPH MACHINE OIL INK CORRECTION FLUID XEROGRAPH PAPER ALSO SIX
COPIES BEST POSTERS INFORMATION DEPARTMENT ESPECIALLY 55 FLAGS POSTER
ANKER

DISTRIBUTION
*TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR ALEKSANDER
INFO:
FILMS AND VISUAL INFORMATION DIV - MR BENoit-LEVY
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR Hoo
DIV OF NON-SELFGOV TERR - MR BENSON
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR CORDIER
PURCHASE AND SUPPLY DIVISION - MR MAPES
TRANSPORTATION SERVICE - MR SAUNDERS (6 COPIES)

IR 14 JULY 47 0550 EDT
3415

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*).

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par (*).
DRAFTED BY - BOEKE

BUNS 63/58 (PMCTN CNTD) UNGOV LTKE SUCCESS BY 10 JUL 47 1653 EDT

UNITED NATIONS

APIA (WESTERN SAMOA)

7 PROANKER RE ALLOTMENT ADVISE DATED 26 MAY ALLOTMENT FOR SECRETARIES

AUTHORIZED AS FOLLOWS: ITEM 21414 ONE SECRETARY $20 PER WEEK FOR
17 WEEKS, THREE SECRETARIES AT $29.50 PER WEEK FOR NINE WEEKS. ITEM
22214 FOUR ROUND TRIPS WELLINGTON AND APIA $160. PER DIEM FOUR
SECRETARIES AT $4.10 - $1265

ALEKSANDER

HR 10 JUL 47 1657 EDT

DISTRIBUTION
INFO
BUREAU OF ADMIN. MGMT. AND BUDGET - HR. ANDERSEN
BUREAU OF COMPTROLLER - HR. ELVINS (5 COPIES)
BUREAU OF PERSONNEL - MISS ROGOSIN (5 COPIES)
TRANSPORTATION SERVICE - HR. SAUNDERS (4 COPIES)
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - HR. HOO
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - HR. ALEKSANDER
DIVISION OF NON-SELFGOV. TERR. - HR. BENSON
FROM APIA (WESTERN SAMOA)
SENT 5 JULY 47 0907 (APIA)
RECD 5 JULY 47 1815 EDT

BENSON

12 MISSION WELL ARRIVED TODAY TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS UNATIONS.

PLEASE ASK TRANSPORTATION CHECK PASSAGE CRUZCOKE SANFRANCISCO CONFIRM

DATE ARRIVAL ANKER

DISTRIBUTION
*DIV OF NON-SELFGOV TERR - MR BENSON
INFO*
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR HOO
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR CORDIER
TRANSPORTATION SERVICE - MR SAUNDERS (8 COPIES)

ADL 7 JULY 47 0905 EDT 3159

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*)

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l'astérisque (*)&
INCOMING CABLEGRAM

FROM APIA (WESTERN SAMOA)
SENT 5 JULY 47 2000 (APIA)
RECD 6 JULY 47 0933 EDT

OMNIPRESS

3 AFTER 11000 MILES TRAVEL FROM NEW YORK VIA NEW ZEALAND AND FIJI
UNATIONS MISSION ARRIVED WESTERN SAMOA 4 JULY BY SPECIAL SEAPLANE
RECEIVED AT AIRPORT BY ADMINISTRATOR OTHER OFFICIALS ETGROUPS SAMOANS.
MISSION CONTINUED BY CAR TWENTY MILES THROUGH NATIVE VILLAGES TO APIA
CAPITAL DETERRITORY WHERE MISSION OFFICES NOW SET UP IN LARGE COLONIAL
HOUSE WHICH FORMERLY RESIDENCE GERMAN GOVERNOR. FOLLOWING MORNING
MISSION RECEIVED THE THREE FAUTUA OR PARAMOUNT CHIEFS OF WESTERN SAMOA
WHO SIGNED PETITION NOVEMBER LAST AND CUMWHICH MISSION HAD LONG CONVER-
SATION. PROGRAMME NEXT WEEK INCLUDES PUBLIC MEETINGS CUMALL PETITIONERS
TUESDAY ETWITH LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL WEDNESDAY

ANKER

DISTRIBUTION
*PRESS DIV - MR BARNES
INFO:
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR CORDIER
PUBLIC INFORMATION - MR COHEN
PUBLIC INFORMATION - MR GJESDAL
EXTERNAL SERVICES - MR SZAPIRO
FAR AND NEAR EASTERN SECTION - MR HOURANI
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR HOO
DIV OF NON-SELFGOV TERR - MR BENSON

IR 7 JULY 0855 EDT

3158

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*)
N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l'astérisque (*).
INCOMING CABLEGRAM

FROM WELLINGTON (NEW ZEALAND)
SENT 2 JULY 47 (TIME UNKNOWN)
RECD 3 JULY 47 0316 EDT

OMNIPRESS

2 UNATIONS MISSION WESTERN SAMOA AFTER ONE WEEK WELLINGTON LEAVING JULY 3 FOR APIA VIA FIJI TO START WORK IN TRUST TERRITORY INVESTIGATING PETITION FROM SAMOAN LEADERS. IN WELLINGTON MISSION HAD NUMEROUS CONVERSATIONS MEMBERS OFFICIALS EXPERTS NEWZELAND GOVERNMENT ETALSO OTHERS SUCH AS UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS WHOSE KNOWLEDGE SAMOAN PROBLEMS CONSIDERED VALUABLE. MISSION ESPECIALLY CONCENTRATED ITS INQUIRIES ON FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEM EDUCATION IN RELATION QUESTION SELF-GOVERNMENT. WHEN ARRIVING SAMOA JULY MISSION INTENDS IMMEDIATELY PUBLISH IN ENGLISH AND SAMOAN LANGUAGES STATEMENT EXPLAINING ITS PURPOSE ESCAPE DEITS TASK. MISSION WILL HEAR PETITIONERS AND MEETCUM BOTH OFFICIAL ETUNOFICIAL GROUPS ETINDIVIDUALS TO GATHER ALL RELEVANT FACTS ETVIEWPOINTS. HEARINGS SAMOAN LEADERS INDIVIDUALS ETGROUPS WILL BE PUBLIC OR PRIVATE ACCORDING CIRCUMSTANCES

ANKER

DISTRIBUTION
*EXTERNAL SERVICES - MR SZAPIRO
INFO
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR CORDIER
PUBLIC INFORMATION - MR COHEN
PUBLIC INFORMATION - MR GUESDAL
PRESS DIVISION - MR DARNES
FAR AND NEAR EASTERN SECTION - MR HOURANI
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR HOO

ADL 3 JULY 47 0915 EDT

ACTION COPY

INFORMATION COPIES IN PROCESS OF DISTRIBUTION
NOTICE: This copy charged to recipient who should take action immediately and return, together with the reply. If no action required indicate □ no action: with Name... Date of recipient... and return. If this action copy is misrouted notify Cable and Wireless Section by telephone immediately.

ORIGINAL DU TELEGRAMME

LES DOUBLES SONT EN COURS DE DISTRIBUTION
N.B.—Le présent exemplaire est envoyé au fonctionnaire compétent, à qui il appartient d'y donner suite immédiatement et de le renvoyer, avec la réponse. S'il n'y a pas de suite à donner, indiquer □ aucune suite, ainsi que le nom du fonctionnaire... Date... et renvoyer. En cas d'erreur d'acheminement, téléphoner immédiatement à la Section télégraphique.
INCOMING CABLEGRAM

OMNIPRESS

1 TRUSTEESHIP COUNCILS MISSION WESTERN SAMOA ARRIVED AUCKLAND 23 JUNE FROM NEW YORK GROUP INCLUDED FRANCIS SAYRE PRESIDENT COUNCIL AND FOUR MEMBERS UNIATIONS SECRETARIAT. GOVERNOR GENERAL RYCKMANS BELGIUMS REPRESENTATIVE TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL FLYING VIA INDIA ARRIVED FOLLOWING DAY. THIRD MEMBER SENATOR CRUZCOKE FROM CHILE WILL PROCEED DIRECTLY SANTIAGO TO SAMOA. FIRST THREE MEETINGS HELD AUCKLAND 24 AND 25 ORGANIZATIONAL MATTERS PLANNING WORK SAYRE ELECTED CHAIRMAN. MISSION ARRIVED WELLINGTON 26 FOLLOWING DAYS OFFICIAL AND UNOFFICIAL CONTACTS MEMBERS AND OFFICIALS NEW ZEALAND GOVERNMENT INCLUDING PRIME MINISTER FRASER WHO RECEIVED MISSION 23 JUNE STATED HIS VIEWS PROBLEMS INVOLVED AND ENTERTAINED MISSION LUNCHEON. MISSION GIVING LUNCHEON 30 JUNE FOR GOVERNMENT MEMBERS AND OTHERS. LEAVING WELLINGTON 3 ARRIVING APIA SAMOA 4 JULY AS FIRST VISITING OF UNIATIONS TO TRUST TERRITORY.

ANKER

DISTRIBUTION
*TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. HOO
PUBLIC INFORMATION - MR. COHEN
EXTERNAL SERVICES - MR. SZAPIRO
PRESS DIVISION - MR. BARNES
FAR AND NEAR EASTERN SECTION - MR. HOUARANI
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. ALEKSANDER
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR. CORDIER
TRANSPORTATION SERVICE - MR. SAUNDERS (6 COPIES)

HR 28 JUN 47 1519 EDT
2693

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*) asterisk.

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l'astérisque (*).
DRAFTED BY - ALEKSANDER

NSU27 25 UNGOVT LAKE SUCCESS NY 27 JUNE 47 1653 EDT

ANKER
UNATIONS MISSION
CARE EXTERNAL
WELLINGTON (NEW ZEALAND)

5 REUR 11 CAMERA DESPATCHED JUNE 26 TO APIA PACKAGE LEFT NEW YORK
JUNE 19 FOR WELLINGTON BY AIREXPRESS

ALEKSANDER
TC 27 JUNE 47 1655 EDT

DISTRIBUTION
INFO:
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR HOO
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR ALEKSANDER
PURCHASE SECTION - MR ELMS
MAIL AND MSGR SECTION - MR GREGOIRE

INFORMATION COPY ONLY   Copie du télégramme original
INCOMING CABLEGRAM

FROM WELLINGTON (NEW ZEALAND)
SENT 27 JUN 47 1255 (WELLINGTON)
RECD 27 JUN 47 0841 EDT

BENSON

10 ARRIVED HERE YESTERDAY MAKING FIRST CONTACTS AUTHORITIES

ANKER

DISTRIBUTION
DIVISION OF NON-SELFGOV. TERR. - MR. BENSON
INFO:
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. HOO
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR. CORDIER
TRANSPORTATION SERVICE - MR. SAUNDERS (8 COPIES)

HR 27 JUN 47 0902 EDT
2794

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*) asterisk.

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l'astérisque (*).
INCOMING CABLEGRAM

FROM WELLINGTON (NEW ZEALAND)
SENT 27 JUN 47 1255 (WELLINGTON)
RECD 27 JUN 47 0342 EDT

ALEKSANDER

CASE SENT 19 JUNE RECEIVED BUT FIRST PACKAGE TRUSTEESHIP DOCUMENTS NOT YET RECEIVED. PLEASE ASK MASHLER ENQUIRE. PLEASE ALSO ASK SMITH PURCHASE DIVISION ABOUT DESPATCH CAMERA

ANKER

DISTRIBUTION
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. ALEKSANDER
INFO:
PURCHASE SECTION - MR. ELMS
MAIL AND MSGR. SECTION - MR. GREGOIRE
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. HOO

HR 27 JUN 47 0904 EDT
2793

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*) asterisk.

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l'astérisque (*)
INCOMING CABLEGRAM

FROM: HONOLULU (HAWAII)
SENT: 21 JUNE 47 0900 (HONOLULU)
RECD: 22 JUNE 47 1104 EDT

ALEKSANDER

INTERESTING TALK YESTERDAY WITH Keesin WHO WILL LEAVE SANFRANCISCO SIX JULY. PLEASE ARRANGE SENDING HIM SUITABLE ADVANCE ALLOWANCES

ANKER

DISTRIBUTION
*TRUSTEESHIP & INFORMATION - MR ALEKSANDER
INFO:
BUREAU OF COMPTROLLER - MR ELVINS
SALARY ADMIN. DIV. - MR POTTEIGER
PAY AND ALLOWANCES SECT. - MR BLANCHET
TRANSPORTATION SVC. - MR SAUNDERS (8 COPIES)
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR HOO

IR 23 JUNE 47 0950 EDT
2296

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*) asterisk.

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l'astérisque (*).
FROM AUCKLAND (NEW ZEALAND)  
SENT 24 JUNE 47 2240 (AUCKLAND)  
RECD 24 JUNE 47 1736 EDT

BENSON

9 RYCKHANS ARRIVED TODAY MISSION HELD ORGANIZATIONAL MEETINGS SAYRE ELECTED CHAIRMAN PROCEEDING WELINGTON THURSDAY

ANKER

DISTRIBUTION
*DIV. OF NONSELFGOV. TERR. - MR BENSON
INFO:
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR HOO
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR ALEKSAHNDER
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR CORDIER
TRANSPORTATION SERVICE - MR SAUNDERS (8 COPIES)

TC 25 JUNE 47 0110 EDT
2650

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*) asterisk.

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l'astérisque (*).
INCOMING CABLEGRAM  

FROII  AUCKLAND (NEW ZEALAND)  
SENT  23 JUNE 47 2130 (AUCKLAND)  
RECD  23 JUNE 47 2146 EDT  

BENSON  

S SAYRE AND SECRETARIAT GROUP ARRIVED HERE TODAY DE LA ROCHE RETURNING FROM SAMOA JOINED US RYCKIANS EXPECTED TOMORROW HIS PLANE BEING DELAYED. PROBABLY STAYING HERE TWO DAYS ORGANIZING AND PLANNING EXPECT ARRIVE WELLINGTON 26  

ANKER  

DISTRIBUTION  
*DIV. OF NON-SELFGOV. TERR. - MR. BENSON  
INFO:  
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR. CORDIER  
TRANSPORTATION SVC. - MR. SAUNDERS (3 COPIES)  
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. HOO  
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. ALEKSANDER  

JHD 23 JUNE 47 2315 EDT 2343  

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*) asterisk.  

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l'astérisque (*).
HOO

4 PRIME MINISTER INTENDS RECEIVE MEMBERS MISSION ON MORNING JUNE 28 AND INVITE THEM FOR LUNCH SAME DAY ALSO PROBABLE GOVERNOR GENERAL SIR BERNARD FREYBERG WOULD INVITE MEMBERS OF TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL FOR DINNER ON 27 I SUGGEST MISSION MAY INVITE FOR LUNCH OR DINNER SOME MEMBERS GOVERNMENT AND HAVE A COCKTAIL PARTY FOR OFFICIALS DIPLOMATIC BODY AND OTHERS MISSION LEAVING ON JULY 3 I SUGGEST MONDAY 30 FOR LUNCH OR DINNER AND JULY 1 FOR COCKTAILS IN ORDER TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS KINDLY WIRE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE IF AGREEABLE TO MISSION

LAROCHE

DISTRIBUTION
ACTION: TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. HOO
INFO:
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR. CORDIER
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. ALEKSANDER
DIV. OF TRUSTEESHIP - MR. ANKER

TC 6 JUNE 47 1300 EDT
1951

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*) asterisk.

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l’astérisque (*).
HOO

23 IN COLLABORATION WITH EXTERNAL AFFAIRS AND ISLAND TERRITORIES DEPARTMENTS I AM MAKING ALL NECESSARY ACCOMMODATION AND TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS FOR MISSION. I AM PLANNING TO LEAVE ON JUNE 13 FOR APIA AND BE BACK ON JUNE 23 FOR JOINING MISSION WHICH IS DUE TO ARRIVE AUCKLAND SAME DAY AND WOULD BE RECEIVED BY REPRESENTATIVES OF NEUZEALAND GOVERNMENT.

OPENING NEW SESSION OF PARLIAMENT TAKING PLACE IN WELLINGTON ON 24 AND 25 JUNE MAKES IT DIFFICULT FOR MEMBERS OF GOVERNMENT AND OFFICIALS TO RECEIVE IMMEDIATELY MISSION WITH PROFIT. I SUGGEST THAT MISSION MIGHT SPEND FIRST NIGHT AT AUCKLAND AND TRAVEL TO ARRIVE WELLINGTON ON 26. AS THE FLIGHT FROM SANFRANCISCO INCLUDES TWO NIGHTS ON PLANE THIS PROGRAM WOULD GIVE TIME TO REST AND WOULD INCLUDE VISIT TO SOME POINTS OF INTEREST. KINDLY WIRE IF AGREEABLE TO MISSION.

ACCORDING TO RELIABLE INFORMATION SPECIAL BOOTS OR HATS ARE NOT NECESSARY IN SAMOA. BED EQUIPMENT FOR LOCAL JOURNEYS COULD BE PROVIDED LOCALLY BUT I WOULD ADVISE MEMBERS OF SECRETARIAT TO BRING THEIR OWN EQUIPMENT AS PLANNED.

LA ROCHE EXTERNAL

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*) asterisk.
INCOMING CABLEGRAM

DISTRIBUTION
ACTION: TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. HOO
INFO:
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR ALEKSANDER
DIV. OF TRUSTEESHIP - MR BUNCHE
DIV. OF NON-SELFGOV. TERR - MR BENSON
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR CORDIER
CONFERENCE AND GENERAL SVCS. - MR VAUGHAN
BUREAU OF GEN. SVCS. - MR WOOD
PURCHASE AND SUPPLY DIV. - MR MAPES
TRANSPORTATION SVCS. - MR SAUNDERS (8 COPIES)

DJ 4 JUNE 47 1010 EDT
1786

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*) asterisk.

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L’original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l’astérisque (*).
FROM WELLINGTON (NEW ZEALAND)
SENT 3 JUNE 47 2055 (WELLINGTON)
RECD 3 JUNE 47 1007 EDT

HOO

21 ARRIVED WELLINGTON TODAY.

LA ROCHE EXTERNAL

DISTRIBUTION
ACTION: TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR HOO
INFO:
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR CORDIER
TRANSPORTATION SVC. - MR SAUNDERS (8 COPIES)

DJ 3 JUNE 47 1042 EDT
1753

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*)

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l'astérisque (*).
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

ROUTING SLIP

To the Assistant Secretaries-General

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department of Security Council Affairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department of Economic Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Social Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dept. of Trusteeship &amp; Inf. from Non-Self-Gov. Terr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Public Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference and General Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative and Financial Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FOR:

- INFORMATION AND ANY NECESSARY ACTION
- DRAFT ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OR REPLY AS MAY BE APPROPRIATE AND RETURN TO EXECUTIVE OFFICE NOT LATER THAN

RETURN TO CENTRAL REGISTRY

MARKS:

Date: 5 June

For: Executive Office of the Secretary-General

THIS ROUTING SLIP MUST NOT BE REMOVED FROM DOCUMENT TO WHICH IT IS ATTACHED

Comment: as received by Payne, 2 June, #65, signed "Unfair transport policy."
UNITED NATIONS

INCOMING CABLEGRAM

FROM: WELLINGTON (NEU ZEALAND)
SENT: 2 JUNE 47 1100 (WELLINGTON)
RECD: 1 JUNE 47 2143 EDT

UNITED NATIONS

20 YOUR TELEGRAM 62 AND 63 NEUZEALAND GOVERNMENT WILL BE PLEASED TO MAKE NECESSARY TRAVEL AND ACCOMMODATION ARRANGEMENTS IN CONJUNCTION WITH DE LAROCHE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS REQUESTED:

1. DETAILS OF SERVICE (PAN AMERICAN OR BCPA) AND FLIGHT NUMBERS BY WHICH VARIOUS SECTIONS OF PARTY INCLUDING DE LAROCHE WILL ARRIVE
2. IT IS ASSUMED THAT CRUZ COKE INTENDS JOIN AIRCRAFT AT FIJI PLEASE CONFIRM
3. CONFIRM THAT KEESING PROPOSES COME FIRST TO NEUZEALAND ARRIVING 21 JULY

EXTERNAL

DISTRIBUTION
ACTION: EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR CORDIER
INFO:
TRANSPORTATION SVC. - MR SAUNDERS (6 COPIES)
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR 1100
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR ALEKSANDER
DIV. OF TRUSTEESHIP - MR BUNCHE

1694
EX. OFF PUBL. 9-5484
JUN-5 1947

For ACTION to: Mr. PelT

ACTION COPY
INFORMATION COPIES IN PROCESS OF DISTRIBUTION
NOTICE: This copy charged to recipient who should take action immediately and return, together with the reply. If no action required indicate no action: with Name:Date of recipient:
and return. If this action copy is mailed notify Cable and Wireless Section by telephone immediately.
OUTGOING CABLEGRAM

DRAFTED BY - PAYNE

NSUI 33 (PNCTN CNTD) LAKE SUCCESS NY 29 MAY 47 1040 EDT

NLT EXTERNAL

WELLINGTON (NEW ZEALAND)

62 REUR 18 HAVE HONOR REQUEST AIR RESERVATIONS FOR SEVEN PERSONS

4 JULY AS FOLLOWS: SECRETARIAT ADVANCE MEMBER DELAROCHE ARRIVING 5 JUNE; COMMISSION MEMBERS MR (AND MRS) SAYRE, RYCKMANS AND SECRETARIAT MEMBERS ANKER, LEITES, MISS RESPLER ALL ARRIVING 24 JUNE. CONSULTANT KEESING ARRIVING 21 JULY. COMMISSION MEMBER CRUZ COKE PROCEEDING DIRECT SAMOA ARRIVING 5 JULY. ENDEAVORING MAKE HOTEL ARRANGEMENTS AUCKLAND AND WELLINGTON FROM HERE BUT REQUEST YOU ARRANGE ACCOMMODATIONS APIA FOR ALL ABOVE

TRANSPORTATION SERVICE UNITED NATIONS

HR 29 MAY 47 1043 EDT

DISTRIBUTION

INFO:
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR. CORDIER
TRANSPORTATION SERVICE - MR. SAUNDERS (4 COPIES)
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. HOO
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR. ALEKSANDER
DIVISION OF TRUSTEESHIP - MR. BUNCHE
MEMORANDUM

27 May 1947

To: Mr. C. Lansky
Budget Division

From: J. de la Roché
Trusteeship Division
Visits Section - Ru Al-139.

Subject: Further information requested for Insurance and Clothing Purchases for U.N. Mission to Western Samoa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Salary</th>
<th>Residence</th>
<th>Beneficiary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Peter Anker</td>
<td>$9,700</td>
<td>Great Neck</td>
<td>Mrs. Anker, 84 Maple Dr., G.N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Jean de la Roché</td>
<td>$8,700</td>
<td>Great Neck</td>
<td>Son – Christian, 17 E., 97th St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Cleonho de Paiva Leite</td>
<td>$5,900</td>
<td>Elmhurst</td>
<td>Brother – (18) Celso de Paiva L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss Regina Ressler</td>
<td>$2,690</td>
<td>Bronx 60, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Head Size</th>
<th>Bra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Peter Anker</td>
<td>55 (European)</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. de la Roché</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Leite</td>
<td>7-1/2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss Ressler</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Le 26 mai 1947.

Monsieur le Gouverneur-Général,

Je reçois votre lettre du 18 mai, et je vous remercie de nous dispenser du souci de chercher plus longtemps une secrétaire bilingue.

Je réponds aux différents points de votre lettre:

**Société**—On a décidé de ne pas prendre la veste noir, et s'il le fallait à Wellington, on expliquerait que la limitation imposée aux bagages-avion n'a pas permis de s'en munir.

Le "spencer" ou le veston blanc sont prévus pour Samoa; on a le choix entre les deux.

**Vestonaires**—D'après nos renseignements, il est très improbable qu'on puisse en trouver sur place. Il faut mieux s'en munir auparavant.

**Assurance**—L'UN n'assure que les Membres du Secrétariat. Cette précaution est sensée être prise par les gouvernements auxquels appartiennent les Membres du Conseil.

**Soldes —Numéraire**—Vous avez dû voir dans le Memo M.W.S.47/4 qu'il est demandé que les Membres de la Mission se fassent donner des avances suffisantes pour éviter une comptabilité compliquée. Nous étudions le moyen le plus pratique de mettre à votre disposition les sommes qui vous reviennent; je pense que le mieux serait que je me fasse avancer (je suis chargé de la "petite caisse") et que je vous la remets à votre arrivée. Voullez-vous nous faire savoir si vous êtes d'accord? Comme je pars le 26 mai, voudriez-vous adresser votre réponse à M. Anker qui, dans la négative, se conformerait au désir que vous exprimerez.
En ce qui concerne les frais de route, dépenses personnelles, elles ne sont pas comprises dans ce qui est prévu par notre Budget; il vous appartiendra donc de vous munir de l’argent nécessaire pour y faire face.

Voyage.— M. Payne (Chef du Service du Transport) m’a dit qu’il entrait directement en rapport avec vous pour régler les questions relatives à votre voyage. Il vous tiendra donc au courant des détails.

Dans l’attente de vous revoir à Wellington fin juin,

je vous demande de bien vouloir agréer, Monsieur le Gouverneur-Général, les assurances de mes sentiments dévoués et respectueux.

Jean de la Roche
Chef de la Section des Visites
Département des Territoires sous Tutelle.

P.S. La Mission est actuellement composée de:

Mr. Sayre
Vous-même
N. Crazz-Joke
N. Keasing

(comme expert, à compter du 15/7)

Secrétariat —

N. Anker
moi-même
N. Leite
Miss Kessler (steno-dactylo)

Gr. St. Pierre HCQNS
1 Rue Ricard
Bruxelles
BELGIQUE.
I propose to assign the following members of the staff of the Trusteehip Department to the mission which, in accordance with the Resolution approved by the Trusteeship Council at its First Session, will visit New Zealand and the Trust Territory of Western Samoa in July and August 1947 for the purpose of investigating the petition submitted by the leaders of Western Samoa:

1. Mr. Peter M. Anker, Assistant Director of the Trusteeship Division - Secretary of the Mission
2. Mr. Jean de la Roche, Chief of the Visits Section of the Trusteeship Division - Assistant Secretary of the Mission
3. Mr. Cleantho de Paiva Leite - Assistant
4. Miss Regina Respler - Stenographer

As indicated in my memorandum to you of 13 May 1947, Mr. de la Roche is to go out in advance of the mission and will leave by air for Wellington on 28 May 1947.
INCOMING CABLEGRAM

FROM WELLINGTON (NEW ZEALAND)
SENT 22 MAY 47 2030 (WELLINGTON)
RECD 22 MAY 47 1036 EDT

UNITED NATIONS

16 REUR 59 SCHEDULED AIR SERVICES PROVIDE FOR DEPARTURES FROM AUCKLAND FOR WESTERN SAMOA 27 JUNE AND 4 JULY (WHICH WOULD INVOLVE LEAVING WELLINGTON PREVIOUS DAY) AND NECESSARY ACCOMMODATION ON EITHER AIRCRAFT CAN BE RESERVED FOR MEMBERS OF MISSION. IF NEITHER OF THESE DATES IS SUITABLE GOVERNMENT WILL ARRANGE SPECIAL AIRCRAFT AS REQUIRED. EARLIEST POSSIBLE ADVICE OF DECISION AND INFORMATION AS TO MEMBERS OF PARTY AND OTHER RELEVANT DETAILS WOULD BE APPRECIATED

EXTERNAL

DISTRIBUTION
ACTION: EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MR. CORDIER
TRANSPORTATION SVC. - MR. SAUNDERS (8 COPIES)

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l'astérisque (*).
UNITED NATIONS • NATIONS UNIES
CONFERENCE AND GENERAL SERVICES
CABLE AND WIRELESS SECTION

OUTGOING CABLEGRAM  TELEGRAMME DEPART

DRAFTED BY - BUNCHE

NSU3 114 (PNCTN CNTD) LAKE SUCCESS NY 22 MAY 47 1510 EDT

NLT SENATOR EDUARDO CRUZ-COKE
SANTIAGO (CHILE)

7512 WARMLY APPRECIATE YOUR ACCEPTANCE TRUSTEESHIP COUNCILS
INVITATION JOIN WESTERNSAINTA MISSION WHICH WILL ARRIVE WELLINGTON
NEUZEALAND ABOUT 24 JUNE. WE WILL SPEND ONE WEEK IN WELLINGTON
CONFERRING WITH NEUZEALAND GOVERNMENT THEN PROCEED DIRECTLY APIA
SAINTA TO BE THERE DURING JULY AUGUST. IN VIEW OF YOUR PUBLIC DUTIES
IN SANTIAGO UNTIL 1 JULY HOPE YOU WILL BE ABLE TO FLY FROM SANTIAGO
DIRECTLY TO APIA AND JOIN MISSION THERE. DO YOU WISH UNITEDNATIONS
SECRETARIAT TO ARRANGE FOR YOUR TRANSPORTATION FROM SANTIAGO TO
APIA? EAGERLY ANTICIPATE THIS CLOSE ASSOCIATION WITH YOU. PLEASE
REPLY TO ME CARE UNITEDNATIONS LAKE SUCCESS NEW YORK
FRANCIS B SAYRE
PRESIDENT TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL
DJ 22 MAY 47 1514 EDT

DISTRIBUTION
INFO:
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - HR CORDIER
TRANSPORTATION SVC. - HR SAUNDERS (4 COPIES)
TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - HR HOO
DIV. OF TRUSTEESHIP - HR BUNCHE

INFORMATION COPY ONLY  Copie du télégramme original
Monsieur l'Ambassadeur,

J'ai l'honneur, au nom du Président du Conseil de tutelle, de vous faire connaître qu'en réponse à l'invitation qui avait été adressée à M. le Dr Eduardo Crus-Coke pour servir en qualité de troisième membre de la mission à envoyer aux Samoa occidentales, conformément à l'autorisation donnée le 7 mai au cours de sa troisième séance par la Commission chargée de fixer la composition de la Mission de visite aux Samoa occidentales, M. Sayre a reçu ce jour, le télégramme suivant :

"Sous très reconnaissant votre invitation et l'accepte pour collaborer avec vous à problèmes de si grand intérêt pour communauté des nations. Étant donné importante conférence de mon parti fin juin et intervention de ma part au Sénat prévue pour même époque je ne serai pas en mesure partir avant premier juillet. Avec cette réserve suis entièrement votre disposition et tiens vous exprimer
satisfaction et honneur que j'éprouve à pouvoir collaborer avec vous. Sincèrement, Eduardo Crus-Coke.«

Du fait de son acceptation de cette invitation et en exécution de la procédure approuvée au cours de la troisième séance de la commission, M. le Dr Crus-Coke sera le troisième membre de la mission de visite et, en conséquence, il ne sera pas nécessaire de convoquer une autre réunion du comité ad hoc.

Je vous prie, Monsieur l'ambassadeur, d'agréer l'assurance de ma très haute considération.

Ralph J. Bunche
Secrétaire du Comité

Son Excellence
Monsieur Alexandre Parodi,
Ambassadeur de France,
Représentant de la France au Conseil de Sécurité des Nations Unies,
Délégation de la France auprès des Nations Unies,
4 East 79th Street,
New York 21, N.Y.
1402-1-1/RJB

21 May 1947.

Sir:

I have the honour to inform you on behalf of the President of the Trusteeship Council that the following cablegram from Dr. Eduardo Cruz-Coke has been received by Mr. Sayre today in response to the invitation sent out to Dr. Cruz-Coke to serve as the third member of the mission to Western Samoa as authorized by the Committee on the Composition of the Visiting Mission to Western Samoa at its third meeting on 7 May 1947.

"Greatly appreciate kind invitation and accept in view of being able to collaborate with you in problem of such great interest to community of nations. Due to important Convention of my Party end of June and my intervention in Senate during same period will be able to leave not earlier than July 1st. Under these conditions am entirely at your service and wish to convey to you the pleasure and honour of being able to cooperate with you. Sincerely,

Eduardo Cruz-Coke"

In view of the acceptance of the invitation by Dr. Cruz-Coke, and in pursuance of the procedure agreed upon at the third meeting of the Committee, Dr. Cruz-Coke will be the third member of the mission and
and it will not be necessary, therefore, to call another meeting of the ad hoc Committee.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

Ralph J. Bunche
Secretary of the Committee

Mr. Awni Khalidy,
c/o Consulate General of Iraq,
36 Riverside Drive,
New York, N.Y.
21 May 1947.

Sir:

I have the honour to inform you on behalf of the President of the Trusteeship Council that the following cablegram from Dr. Eduardo Cruz-Coke has been received by Mr. Sayre today in response to the invitation sent out to Dr. Cruz-Coke to serve as the third member of the mission to Western Samoa as authorized by the Committee on the Composition of the Visiting Mission to Western Samoa at its third meeting on 7 May 1947.

"Greatly appreciate kind invitation and accept in view of being able to collaborate with you in problem of such great interest to community of nations. Due to important Convention of my Party end of June and my intervention in Senate during same period will be able to leave not earlier than July 1st. Under these conditions am entirely at your service and wish to convey to you the pleasure and honour of being able to cooperate with you. Sincerely,

Eduardo Cruz-Coke"

In view of the acceptance of the invitation by Dr. Cruz-Coke, and in pursuance of the procedure agreed upon at the third meeting of the Committee, Dr. Cruz-Coke will be the third member of the mission and
and it will not be necessary, therefore, to call another meeting of the ad hoc Committee.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

Ralph J. Bunche
Secretary of the Committee

The Right Honourable
Sir Alexander Cadogan, G.C.M.G., K.C.B.,
Permanent United Kingdom Representative to the United Nations,
United Kingdom Delegation to the United Nations,
61st Floor,
Empire State Building,
350 Fifth Avenue,
New York 1, N.Y.
21 May 1947

Sir:

I have the honour to inform you on behalf of the President of the Trusteeship Council that the following cablegram from Dr. Eduardo Cruz-Coke has been received by Mr. Sayre today in response to the invitation sent out to Dr. Cruz-Coke to serve as the third member of the mission to Western Samoa as authorized by the Committee on the Composition of the Visiting Mission to Western Samoa at its third meeting on 7 May 1947.

"Greatly appreciate kind invitation and accept in view of being able to collaborate with you in problem of such great interest to community of nations. Due to important Convention of my Party end of June and my intervention in Senate during same period will be able to leave not earlier than July 1st. Under these conditions am entirely at your service and wish to convey to you the pleasure and honour of being able to cooperate with you. Sincerely

Eduardo Cruz-Coke"

In view of the acceptance of the invitation by Dr. Cruz-Coke, and in pursuance of the procedure agreed upon at the third meeting of the Committee, Dr. Cruz-Coke will be the third member of the mission and
and it will not be necessary, therefore, to call another meeting of the ad hoc Committee.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

Ralph J. Bunche
Secretary of the Committee

Mr. Chang Chung-fu,
Director,
Office of the Chinese Delegation to the
United Nations,
Sixty-third Floor,
Empire State Building,
350 Fifth Avenue,
New York 1, N.Y.
21 May 1947.

Sir:

I have the honour to inform you on behalf of the President of the Trusteeship Council that the following cablegram from Dr. Eduardo Cruz-Coke has been received by Mr. Sayre today in response to the invitation sent out to Dr. Cruz-Coke to serve as the third member of the mission to Western Samoa as authorized by the Committee on the Composition of the Visiting Mission to Western Samoa at its third meeting on 7 May 1947.

"Greatly appreciate kind invitation and accept in view of being able to collaborate with you in problem of such great interest to community of nations. Due to important Convention of my Party end of June and by intervention in Senate during same period will be able to leave not earlier than July 1st. Under these conditions am entirely at your service and wish to convey to you the pleasure and honour of being able to cooperate with you. Sincerely,

Eduardo Cruz-Coke"

In view of the acceptance of the invitation by Dr. Cruz-Coke, and in pursuance of the procedure agreed upon at the third meeting of the Committee, Dr. Cruz-Coke will be the third member of the mission.
And it will not be necessary, therefore, to call another meeting of the Ad hoc Committee.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

Ralph J. Bunche
Secretary of the Committee

His Excellency
M. Fernand van Langenhove,
Permanent Representative of Belgium to the United Nations,
Delegation of Belgium to the United Nations,
Room 3001,
666 Fifth Avenue,
New York 20, N. Y.
1402-1-1/RJB

21 May 1947.

Sir:

I have the honour to inform you on behalf of the President of the Trusteeship Council that the following cablegram from Dr. Eduardo Cruz-Coke has been received by Mr. Sayre today in response to the invitation sent out to Dr. Cruz-Coke to serve as the third member of the mission to Western Samoa as authorised by the Committee on the Composition of the visiting Mission to Western Samoa at its third meeting on 7 May 1947.

"Greatly appreciate kind invitation and accept in view of being able to collaborate with you in problem of such great importance to community of nations. Due to important Convention of my Party end of June and my intervention in Senate during same period will be able to leave not earlier than July 1st. Under these conditions am entirely at your service and wish to convey to you the pleasure and honour of being able to cooperate with you. Sincerely,

Eduardo Cruz-Coke"

In view of the acceptance of the invitation by Dr. Cruz-Coke, and in pursuance of the procedure agreed upon at the third meeting of the Committee, Dr. Cruz-Coke will be the third member of the mission and
and it will not be necessary, therefore, to call another meeting of the ad hoc Committee.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

Ralph J. Bunche
Secretary of the Committee

Sir Carl Berendson, K.C.M.G.,
New Zealand Minister to the United States of America,
Representative of New Zealand on the Trusteeship Council of the United Nations,
New Zealand Legation,
19 Observatory Circle,
Washington 8, D.C.
Sir:

I have the honour to inform you on behalf of the President of the Trusteeship Council that the following cablegram from Mr. Eduardo Cruz-Coke has been received by Mr. Sayre today in response to the invitation sent out to Dr. Cruz-Coke to serve as the third member of the mission to Western Samoa as authorized by the Committee on the Composition of the Visiting Mission to Western Samoa at its third meeting on 7 May 1947.

"Greatly appreciate kind invitation and accept in view of being able to collaborate with you in problem of such great interest to community of nations. Due to important Convention of my Party end of June and my intervention in Senate during same period will be able to leave not earlier than July 1st. Under these conditions am entirely at your service and wish to convey to you the pleasure and honour of being able to cooperate with you. Sincerely

Eduardo Cruz-Coke"

In view of the acceptance of the invitation by Dr. Cruz-Coke, and in pursuance of the procedure agreed upon at the third meeting of the Committee, Dr. Cruz-Coke will be the third member of the mission.
and it will not be necessary, therefore, to call another meeting of the ad hoc Committee.

I have the honour to be,

sir,

Your obedient Servant,

Ralph J. Bunche
Secretary of the Committee

His Excellency Dr. Luis Padilla Nervo
Ambassador of Mexico
Permanent Representative of Mexico to the United Nations,
Permanent Delegation of Mexico to the United Nations,
Room 6202,
350 Fifth Avenue
New York 1, N. Y.
1402-1-1/RJB

21 May 1947.

Sir:

I have the honour to inform you on behalf of the President of the Trusteeship Council that the following cablegram from Dr. Eduardo Cruz-Coke has been received by Mr. Sayre today in response to the invitation sent out to Dr. Cruz-Coke to serve as the third member of the mission to Western Samoa as authorised by the Committee on the Composition of the Visiting Mission to Western Samoa at its third meeting on 7 May 1947.

"Greatly appreciate kind invitation and accept in view of being able to collaborate with you in problem of such great interest to community of nations. Due to important Convention of my Party end of June and my intervention in Senate during same period will be able to leave not earlier than July 1st. Under these conditions am entirely at your service and wish to convey to you the pleasure and honour of being able to cooperate with you. Sincerely,

Eduardo Cruz-Coke"

In view of the acceptance of the invitation by Dr. Cruz-Coke, and in pursuance of the procedure agreed upon at the third meeting of the Committee, Dr. Cruz-Coke will be the third member of the mission and
and it will not be necessary, therefore, to call another meeting of the ad hoc Committee.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

Ralph J. Bunche
Secretary of the Committee

His excellency,
Mr. Norman Makin,
Ambassador of Australia to the United States of America,
Representative of Australia on the Trusteeship Council
of the United Nations,
Permanent Australian Mission to the United Nations,
Room 4510
350 Fifth Avenue
New York 1, N. Y.
DRAFTED BY - SHORE

HEF2 13 PD TDN LAKE SUCCESS NY 21 MAY 47 1630 EDT

JOHN H MALONE
902 SOUTH JEFFERSON
SAGINAW (MICHIGAN)

7496 REUR TELEGRAM MAY 20 ALL SECRETARIAT POSTS FOR SAMOAN MISSION ALREADY FILLED

RJ BUNCHE DIRECTOR DIVISION OF TRUSTEESHIP

TC 21 MAY 47 1631 EDT

DISTRIBUTION
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TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR HOO
DIVISION OF TRUSTEESHIP - MR BUNCHE
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INFORMATION COPY ONLY  Copie du télégramme original
FROM SAGINAU (MICH)
SENT 20 MAY 47 (TIME UNKNOWN)
RECD 21 MAY 47 0850 EDT

(THE FOLLOWING CABLE IS NOT INCLUDED IN DAILY CABLE BOOKS)

SAYRE

DOES SAMOAN MISSION LEAVING IN JUNE OFFER ANY OPENINGS IN ITS SECRETARIAT? SPENT EIGHT MONTHS THERE 1943-1944 WITH 147TH INFANTRY REGIMENT. AM PERSONAL FRIEND OF TAMASESE AND OTHERS IN THE MAU. HAVE SUFFICIENT SECRETARIAL ABILITY TO BE OF SERIOUS ASSISTANCE. WOULD BE INTERESTED EVEN IF NO SALARY INVOLVED. PLEASE ANSWER BY RETURN WIRE OR TELEPHONE COLLECT IF ANY POSSIBILITY

JOHN H MALONE 902 SOUTH JEFFERSON SAGINAU MICHIGAN

TELEPHONE 27250

DISTRIBUTION
ACTION: TRUSTEESHIP DIVISION - MR HOO
INFO: TRUSTEESHIP DIVISION - MR DUNCHE

ADL 21 MAY 47 1145 EDT
1347

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*) asterisk.

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne indiquée par l'astérisque (*)
INCOMING CABLEGRAM

FROM SANTIAGO (CHILE)
SENT 20 MAY 47 (TIME UNKNOWN)
RECD 21 MAY 47 0848 EDT

SAYRE

GREATLY APPRECIATE KIND INVITATION AND ACCEPT IN VIEW OF BEING
ABLE TO COLLABORATE WITH YOU IN PROBLEM OF SUCH GREAT INTEREST TO COM-
MUNITY OF NATIONS. DUE TO IMPORTANT CONVENTION OF MY PARTY END OF JUNE
AND MY INTERVENTION IN SENATE DURING SAME PERIOD WILL BE ABLE TO LEAVE
NOT EARLIER THAN JULY FIRST. UNDER THESE CONDITIONS AM ENTIRELY AT
YOUR SERVICE AND WISH TO CONVEY TO YOU THE PLEASURE AND HONOUR OF BEING
ABLE TO COOPERATE WITH YOU SINCERELY

EDUARDO CRUZ COKE

DISTRIBUTION
ACTION: TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR HOO
INFO: TRUSTEESHIP AND INFORMATION - MR BUNCHE

ADL 21 MAY 47 1147 EDT
1349

NOTICE: Information copy only. Action to be taken
on action copy in hands of person indicated by (*).

N.B.—Copie du télégramme original. L'original, pour
suite à donner, se trouve entre les mains de la personne
indiquée par l'astérisque (*).